
WHAT IS MASTIC ASPHALT?
Mastic asphalt is a tar-coloured building screed made from bitu-
men, grit, sand, stone flour and additives without the addition 
of water. Once it has cooled down, the freshly installed mastic 
asphalt can be used and coated (usually after approx. 2-3 hours). 
As a substrate for parquet and other floor coverings, the mastic 
asphalt surface must be sanded with quartz sand while it is still 
hot, following hot installation (approx. 220-250°C). This "sanding" 
increases the effective bonding surface and improves the adhe-
sion of adhesives, primers or levelling compounds.

PROPERTIES OF MASTIC ASPHALT:
Since mastic asphalt is a non-absorbent and non-polar substrate, 
some special attributes should be observed when sticking wood 
flooring:
  The "sanding" mentioned above is essential for subsequent 

bonding.

  Due to the non-absorbent substrate, slower setting of adhe-
sives and primers can be expected, on the one hand, when 
using dispersion adhesives while, on the other hand, increased 
dimensional changes result when surface coverings (such as 
parquet or cork), which are sensitive to swelling pressure, are 
bonded to each other. 

  Since mastic asphalt is a thermoplastic material, it can deform 
(indent) under high point loads. Equally, for this reason, the 
existence of great tension on the top surface (such as due to 
the wood swelling pressure) can lead to horizontal expansion 

or cambering of the mastic asphalt.  When installing parquet, it 
is preferable to choose multi-layer parquet or mosaic parquet 
as the surface covering.

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION AND TESTING:
In addition to the universal test requirements according to DIN 
18 356 and 18 365, a number of special characteristics should be 
taken into account when installing coverings on mastic asphalt.
  Sanding the mastic asphalt makes an important contribution 

to the adhesion of primers and adhesives. It must have been 
properly applied and must not be removed during any cleaning 
(sanding) procedures. 

  The mastic asphalt must be a sufficient distance from the wall 
(in accordance with DIN 18 560) when it is covered with wood 
flooring. This distance should be at least 10 mm, or preferably 
15 mm, and proportionally more for larger surfaces.

  Usually new mastic asphalt is ready for installation and needs 
no other preparation except for cleaning (such as vacuuming).

INSTALLING FLOORING AND PARQUET ON MASTIC AS-
PHALT:
Almost all types of floor coverings and parquet can be sticked 
on mastic asphalt, using adhesives from the STAUF range, in 
accordance with the table below. STAUF adhesive application 
tables should be taken into account when selecting appropriate 
types of adhesive.

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

INSTALLING PARQUET AND FLOOR-
ING ON MASTIC ASPHALT (UG 2)

STAUF 
flooring adhesives

STAUF
dispersion-based adhe-
sive for wood flooring

STAUF
Reactive resin adhesives*

STAUF
GS

           XP-40   1), 2)

STAUF D 54 

STAUF VDP 160  
STAUF WEP 180
+ STAUF quartz sand 

STAUF VEP 195 
+ STAUF quartz sand  

PRIMERS FOR USE WITH ADHESIVES/LEVELLING COMPOUNDS ON MASTIC ASPHALT

*When using STAUF SMP 930 or adhesives with high plasticiser content on sanded mastic asphalt, use STAUF VEP 195 as a primer.
1) As a rule, a levelling compound is required and recommended for floor coverings.
2) As a rule, the maximum layer thickness of cement-based levelling compounds should not exceed 5 mm.
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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

The information provided above corresponds to the current state of the art. The information is purely indicative and non-binding, since we have no control over the laying process and 
because the actual laying conditions on site vary. Therefore no claims can be made based on this information. The same is true for the commercial and technical advisory services 
that are provided without obligation and free of charge. We therefore recommend carrying out sufficient testing of your own in order to determine whether the result is suitable for 
the intended purpose.

APPLICABLE ADHESIVE SYSTEMS

1)  If dispersion-based wood flooring adhesives are used, fill with mastic asphalt (not required for upright lamella parquet). When bonding wood or parquet types that are 
sensitive to swelling pressure, it is advisable to apply a levelling compound.

2) As a rule, a levelling compound is required and recommended for floor coverings.
3) As a rule, the maximum layer thickness of cement-based levelling compounds should not exceed 5 mm.
4) When bonding solid planks, strip parquet and other types of solid parquet, a camber due to the wood welling up cannot be completely ruled out.

STAUF 
flooring

adhesives

STAUF
Dispersion-based

wood flooring adhe-
sives

STAUF
reactive resin

adhesives
Substrate preparation

Textile floorings 

Clean the substrate well; depend-
ing on the condition and require-

ments, prime and fill.1),2),3),4)

Resilient flooring 

Linoleum 
Laminate flooring 
(full-surface bonding) 

Solid wood flooring  

Multi-layer parquet  
Wood block Bonding in general not possible, please contact us.
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